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Completing the Cycle: Creating a Data Management Services Program
Scott D. Bacon, Eric Resnis, Ariana Baker
Kimbel Library,
Library, Coastal Carolina University
(sbacon@coastal.edu)

Data Management Services at M1s

Abstract
Coastal Carolina University’s Data Management Services program
began when Kimbel Library continued to see growth in data management support requests from researchers. The library felt the need
to programmatically develop data management services to serve
those needs. We assembled a Data Management Services Working
Group to examine what types of services were being offered at other
M1 institutions. A research data management life cycle was then
developed to serve as a standard framework. The services we currently offer were then integrated with those we knew our faculty
wanted. Initially we plan to offer services similar in scale to other M1
institutions. Based on adoption and growth, we may explore the
expansion of services to those offered at larger research institutions.

M1 institutions with Very High Undergraduate enrollments (n=100) were
researched to find those that offer data management services (n=32). Services
were coded by life cycle step then compiled to reveal overall M1 support.

Plan
Helping researchers consider all data management activities, from initial project planning to archiving and reuse of data.
• Overview of data management planning through library guides.
• DMPTool: Collaborate with DMPTool vendor to offer customized data
management plan templates.
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Helping researchers use existing data for their projects and to aid in
reproducibility.
• Enable researchers to perform follow up research.
• Teach and learn using existing data sets.
• Reiterate training on access controls, copyrights, and data licensing.

Helping researchers create, collect, discover, and acquire data.
• Locate data sets through subscription databases and external
resources.
• Capture initial metadata.
• Advise on suggested methods for: acquiring data, choosing file types,
file organization
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Data processing services help researchers organize, validate, clean, and describe their data.
• Point researchers to available data processing software at the library.
• Add metadata using standardized schemas and discipline-specific
vocabularies to aid in data documentation.
• Point researchers to campus workshops on data QC and QA.

Data access, data publishing, and data sharing.
• Pointing faculty to resources on copyright, access rights, intellectual
property, and data sharing agreements.
• Data made available to the public on CCU Digital Commons, the
university’s institutional repository.
• Teaching of data citation methods.
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Data is preserved using industry standards.
• Common archiving formats are suggested.
• Data is archived and secured in the library’s digital preservation
system.
• Scheduled preservation maintenance checks to surface file degradation and restore original data.

Data analysis to result in research findings, visualizations, publications, and
other forms of scholarship.
• Interpreting data, preparing for preservation.
• Data Visualization Studio (forthcoming).
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